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Analyzing and Optimizing Adaptive Modulation
Coding Jointly With ARQ for
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Abstract—A cross-layer design is developed for quality-ofservice (QoS)-guaranteed traffic. The novel design jointly exploits
the error-correcting capability of the truncated automatic repeat
request (ARQ) protocol at the data link layer and the adaptation
ability of the adaptive modulation and coding (AMC) scheme
at the physical layer to optimize system performance for QoSguaranteed traffic. The queuing behavior induced by both the
truncated ARQ protocol and the AMC scheme is analyzed with an
embedded Markov chain. Analytical expressions for performance
metrics such as packet loss rate, throughput, and average packet
delay are derived. Using these expressions, a constrained optimization problem is solved numerically to maximize the overall system
throughput under the specified QoS constraints.
Index Terms—Adaptive modulation and coding (AMC),
automatic repeat request (ARQ), cross-layer design, embedded
Markov chain, quality-of-service (QoS).

I. I NTRODUCTION

R

ECENTLY, there has been much interest in cross-layer
designs, where one allows the physical layer to interact
and share information with higher layers (e.g., the data link with
the network layer) to achieve significant performance gains;
see, e.g., [13]–[15] and references therein. Especially, many
recent works focus on cross-layer combining adaptive modulation and coding (AMC) at the physical layer with automatic
repeat request (ARQ) protocol at the data link layer [9]–[12],
[16]. The main objective behind these designs is to improve
the spectral efficiency by jointly incorporating the adaptation
ability of the AMC and the error-correcting capability of ARQ.
Among the various cross-layer designs, Liu et al. [11] put
forth an interesting scheme combining AMC with the truncated
ARQ protocol in order to enhance throughput while fulfilling
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packet loss and delay constraints for delay-sensitive traffic.
Having lowered the physical layer packet error rate (PER)
requirement by the error-correcting capability of ARQ, modulation and coding modes with higher transmission rate can be
chosen at the physical layer. As a result, by optimizing across
the AMC and truncated ARQ modules, it becomes possible
to improve the overall spectral efficiency. However, queuing
delay of the packets was not considered in [11]. The same
authors further proposed cross-layer combining of queuing with
AMC and derived analytical expressions for the packet loss rate
and throughput using a finite-state Markov chain analysis [12].
Based on the latter, they provided a cross-layer design to minimize the packet loss rate and maximize the average throughput,
but the possible performance improvement from the ARQ
protocol at the data link layer was not taken into account.
In [16], a joint design accounting for the code distribution,
truncated ARQ protocol, and an average SNR-based AMC
scheme was proposed for the multicode code-division multipleaccess (CDMA) uplink setup. Based on analytical expressions
derived for the packet loss rate, throughput, average packet
delay, and the quality-of-service (QoS) constraints, a crosslayer design was also formulated. Although different users in
[16] can choose different Transmission modes (TMs) based on
their average SNRs, each user is only allowed to select a fixed
TM throughout in its transmission. As a result, the adaptation
capability of the AMC scheme is not fully exploited in [16]
since the TM of a single user is not adapted according to the
“instantaneous” variation of its received SNR.
This paper fills the gap between [12] and [16] by designing
jointly the truncated ARQ protocol and the AMC scheme
based on instantaneous rather than average SNR. The queuing
process induced by both the truncated ARQ protocol and the
AMC scheme is analyzed using an embedded Markov chain
(Section III). Guided by the queuing analysis, we then design
jointly the truncated ARQ protocol and the AMC scheme to ensure QoS-guaranteed traffic (Section IV). Although our focus is
on a point-to-point link, the proposed cross-layer design can be
applied to multiple links and can also be coupled with a multicode CDMA uplink cross-layer design as in [16]. The main
contributions of this paper are the following: 1) generalization
of the cross-layer combining of queuing with AMC in [12] and
the cross-layer combining of queuing with truncated ARQ and
average SNR-based AMC in [16]; 2) judicious construction of
an embedded Markov chain to capture the joint queuing process
induced by the truncated ARQ protocol and the AMC scheme
and derivation of analytical expressions for packet loss rate,
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Single link between a single-antenna transmitter (user) and a single-antenna receiver (BS).

throughput, and average packet delay; and 3) formulation of a
cross-layer design as a constrained optimization problem over
a finite set to fully exploit the error-correcting capability of the
ARQ protocol and the adaptation ability of the AMC scheme.
Section V provides some numerical results, followed by the
conclusions of this paper.

TABLE I
TRANSMISSION MODES WITH CONVOLUTIONALLY CODED MODULATION

II. M ODELING
As shown in Fig. 1, we consider a point-to-point wireless
packet communication link between a single-antenna transmitter (user) and a single-antenna receiver (base station, BS). This
link is to support QoS-guaranteed traffic, which is characterized
by a maximum average packet delay δ and a maximum packet
loss rate ρ. At both transmitter and receiver, ARQ controllers
are used to regulate the operation of the truncated ARQ protocol
at the data link layer. Following the ARQ controller at the transmitter end, the packets go through an AMC controller, which
updates the modulation and code pair (i.e., the TM) according
to the feedback received from the AMC selector at the receiver
end. The latter selects the TM based on the estimated received
SNR. The processing unit at the data link layer is a packet
consisting of information bits, while the processing unit at the
physical layer is a frame consisting of transmitted symbols.
Similar to [12] and [16], we suppose that each user’s packets
are generated according to a Markovian process, i.e., the packet
arrival process is memoryless. Each packet contains Np bits.
At both transmitter and receiver ends, there is a buffer (queue)
that operates in a first-in–first-out (FIFO) mode and can store
as many as B packets.
Our system model adheres to the following assumptions.
A1) Time is slotted as in [11], [12], and [16], and one
frame is transmitted per slot. Each frame at the physical
layer contains at most one packet from the data link
layer. This assumption facilitates the queuing process
since it ensures that the transmit buffer operates in
FIFO mode under the ARQ protocol. The data link
layer and physical layer overhead consumes negligible
bandwidth, and the propagation delay is also negligible,
as in [16].
A2) A Nakagami-m block-frequency flat-fading model [7],
[8] is adopted for the propagation channel, according
to which the channel remains time invariant during
the coherence time interval (CTI) of Tf seconds, but
is allowed to vary across successive CTIs of Tf seconds. This model also describes frequency-selective
fading channels when transmitters rely on orthogonal
frequency-division multiplexing [20].

A3) Perfect channel state information (CSI) is available at
the receiver using training-based channel estimation,
and the resultant TM is fed back from the ARQ selector
at the receiver without error and latency, as in [5], [6],
and [12]. The assumption that the feedback channel
is error free and has no latency could be at least
approximately satisfied by using a fast feedback link
with powerful error control coding. Further considerations on system design with, e.g., delayed or noisy
CSI, will be left for future investigation. A “pure” ARQ
protocol is employed to coordinate retransmissions of
the erroneous packets. Generalization to hybrid ARQ
techniques [18], [19] is possible but is left for future
research.
A4) Error detection is perfect at the receiver provided that
sufficiently reliable error detection cyclic redundancy
check codes are used [2], [11], [12], [16]. Packets with
detected errors are dropped after Nr retransmissions
[11], [16]. When the buffer of a transmitter is full,
subsequently arriving packets are also dropped, as in
[11], [12], and [16].
The wireless link supports different bit rates via AMC with
a fixed number of TMs. Convolutionally coded Mn -ary rectangular or square quadratic amplitude modulation, adopted
from IEEE 802.11a standard [4], is used in the AMC pool. All
possible TMs are listed in Table I in a rate ascending order. In
Table I, an , gn , and γpn are the fitting parameters for TMs with
packet length Np = 1080 bits, which we will use later on to
calculate the PER. As per A1, we let each frame transmitted
over one slot to contain one packet. The packet and frame
structures are depicted in Fig. 2.
A. Channel Modeling and AMC
In this paper, we adopt the channel model and structure of the
AMC scheme in [12], which we review briefly in this section for
completeness and motivational purposes.
As described in [12], the quality of a flat-fading channel
can be simply captured by the received SNR γ. For the
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Fig. 2. Packet and frame structures.

block-fading channel model in A2, γ is described by the general
Nakagami-m model that prescribes a Gamma probability density function (pdf) [3]


mγ
mm γ m−1
exp −
(1)
pγ (γ) = m
γ̄ Γ(m)
γ̄
where
γ̄ := E{γ} is the average received SNR, Γ(m) :=
 ∞ m−1
t
exp(−t)dt is the Gamma function, and m is the
0
Nakagami fading parameter (m ≥ 1/2). Given γ in this channel model, the objective of AMC is to select a suitable TM to
maximize the data rate while maintaining a prescribed PER P0 .
Let N denote the total number of available TMs. In addition
to the N modes, the user can also choose a TM 0, i.e., to
stay silent and to avoid deep channel fading. For these N + 1
choices available of the AMC selector, the entire SNR range
is partitioned into N + 1 nonoverlapping consecutive intervals
+1
with boundary points denoted as {γn }N
n=0 such that TM n is
chosen when γ ∈ [γn , γn+1 ). In the presence of additive white
Gaussian noise, the PER can be approximated as [12]

1,
0 < γ < γpn
PERn (γ) ≈
(2)
an exp(−gn γ), γ ≥ γpn
where n is the mode index, and an , gn , and γpn are modedependent parameters, which are listed in Table I for packet
length Np = 1080 bits. These parameters are obtained by fitting
(2) to the exact PER, as explained in [11, App.]. Given the mode
selection scheme and the pdf of γ in (1), the probability of
TM n being chosen is given by




γn+1
mγn+1
n
−
Γ
m,
Γ m, mγ
γ̄
γ̄
(3)
pγ (γ)dγ =
Pr(n) =
Γ(m)
γn

∞
where Γ(m, x) := x tm−1 exp(−t)dt is the complementary
Gamma function. If, in practice, we have γ ≥ γn , then the
average PER corresponding to mode n, known as PERn , is
given by
1
PERn =
Pr(n)

γn+1

an mm (Γ(m, bn γn ) − Γ(m, bn γn+1 ))
Pr(n)Γ(m)γ̄ m bm
n

where bn := m/γ̄ + gn , n ∈ [1, N ].
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The associated state transition probability is given by
Pn,l = 0,

|l − n| ≥ 2

Nn+1 Tf
Nn T f
, Pn,n−1 =
Pr(n)
Pr(n)

 1 − Pn,n+1 − Pn,n−1 , 0 < n < N
n=0
= 1 − Pn0 ,n1 ,
1 − P
,
n=N
N,N −1

(6)

Pn,n+1 =

(7)

Pn,n

(8)

where Nn is the cross rate of TM n. With fd denoting the
maximum Doppler shift, Nn can be estimated as [17, eq. (17)]
√


m−0.5

2πfd mγn
mγn
Nn =
exp −
.
(9)
Γ(m)
γ̄
γ̄
B. Slot Conﬁguration

an exp(−gn γ)pγ (γ)dγ
γn

=

+1
The algorithm searching for the thresholds {γn }N
n=0 to
achieve the prescribed P0 per mode operates as follows [12]:
1) Set n = N , and γN +1 = +∞. 2) For each n, search for the
unique γn ∈ [γpn , γn+1 ] that satisfies PERn = P0 , or if there is
no such γn , pick γn = γpn . 3) If n > 1, set n = n − 1, and go
to Step 2; otherwise, set γ0 = 0 and stop. Given a prescribed P0 ,
this algorithm guarantees that PERn ≤ P0 for all n ∈ [1, N ].
For a given P0 , let Cn denote the channel state corresponding
to the SNR region [γn , γn+1 ), n ∈ [0, N ], in which TM n
is chosen. By the slow-fading condition of the block-fading
channel model, transition happens only between adjacent states
at the edge of two CTIs. For this channel model, the following
has been established [13].
Lemma 1: The channel can be modeled as a Markov chain
with (N + 1) × (N + 1) state transition matrix given by

(4)

Depending on the channel state, different TMs are chosen.
Since a packet contains a fixed number of bits, its duration
varies for different TMs. As per A1, the wireless link is slotted,
and each slot contains one frame, whereas each frame contains
at most one packet. As a result, each slot’s duration varies,
depending on the underlying channel state.
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Given channel state Cn (i.e., the TM n is chosen by the
AMC controller), let Ln denote the frame duration in seconds,
which is equal to the slot duration since the propagation delay
is negligible by A1. For n = 1, . . . , N , we have
Ln =

Np + Nohd
Np
≈
Rn Rs
Rn Rs

(10)

where Rn denotes the number of bits carried per symbol for
TM n (refer to Table I for the specific value), Rs is the
symbol rate in symbols per second, Np stands for the number
of information bits carried by a packet, and Nohd denotes the
number of bits for the physical and data link layer overhead
in a frame. The approximation in (11) is due to the fact that
Nohd by A1. When in channel state C0 , we let the slot
Np
duration be identical to that under C1 , i.e., L0 = L1 . From the
truncated ARQ protocol viewpoint, we assume that PER0 = 1
under channel state C0 since the packet will surely fail if it is
transmitted.
Referring to Table I, the number of bits Rn carried per symbol for TM n ∈ [2, N ] is an integer multiple of R1 . Therefore,
by (10), the frame duration L1 is Rn /R1 times larger than
Ln for n ∈ [2, N ], given the unchanged symbol rate Rs . We
assume henceforth that L1 = Tf , where Tf is the duration of
a CTI defined by the Nakagami-m block-fading model in A2.
This implies that we should choose a packet length such that
the frame duration is less than the channel’s coherence time.
Under the block-fading model, this in turn implies that over
a CTI (with the same fading state), only one slot is present
under channel states C0 and C1 , but as many as Rn /R1 slots
of length Ln are present under channel state Cn for n ∈ [2, N ].
As a result, given the channel state Cn , the number Kn of slots
per Tf block is given by

Kn =

1,
Rn /R1 ,

n = 0, 1
.
n = 2, . . . , N

(11)

Note that (11) relies on the fact that the overhead is negligible,
as per A1, but even when the overhead is nonnegligible, we can
also adjust the overhead of different TMs to reach (11).

III. Q UEUING A NALYSIS OF AMC W ITH ARQ
Given the system configuration outlined in the previous
section, our proposed cross-layer approach is to jointly design
the truncated ARQ protocol at the data link layer and the AMC
scheme at the physical layer. To this end, we need to analyze
the queuing process induced by the truncated ARQ protocol
and the AMC scheme. In the ensuing queuing analysis, we
assume for simplicity that the packet generation adheres to a
Poisson process with intensity λ (in packets per second),1 but
our analysis can also be readily applied to any other Markov
packet arrival process. Each packet contains Np bits. The buffer
at the transmitter can store as many as B packets. Here, we
let B < ∞, which amounts to a finite buffering system. At the
physical layer, the symbol rate of the wireless link is fixed at
Rs (in symbols per second). There are N available TMs and
thus N + 1 choices available to the AMC selector. In the AMC
operation, a prescribed PER P0 must be ensured for the packet
+1
transmissions. The thresholds {γn }N
n=0 required by the AMC
selector to achieve the prescribed P0 are determined through
the algorithm given in Section II-A. At the data link layer,
the truncated ARQ protocol uses a retry limit Nr . Given those
system parameters, especially P0 and Nr , the next subsection
describes our novel queuing analysis. Note that our framework
provides the analysis for a queuing process induced by both
the ARQ protocol and the AMC scheme, which is significantly
different from [12], where the ARQ protocol was not present to
simplify the analysis for queuing with AMC.
A. Embedded Markov Chain
As in Fig. 3, we divide the time axis into CTIs and let ti
denote the starting point of the ith such interval. Let (ci , qi , ri )
denote the channel, queue, and ARQ protocol state indices at
ti , where ci , qi , and ri are integers with ci ∈ [0, N ], qi ∈ [0, B],
and ri ∈ [0, Nr ]. The state triplet (ci , qi , ri ) indicates that when
1 In practice, the arrival packet rate λ is usually measured or estimated
based on previous experience or desired system capacity. This Poisson arrival
assumption is widely used in performance analysis, e.g., in [12]–[15]. Although
this assumption may not always be realistic, the analysis based on it provides
an initial basis for design.
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the channel state lies in Cci , there are qi packets left in the
buffer, and ri transmission tries have been completed for the
first packet in the buffer. Note that when qi = 0, we have ri = 0
since there is no packet in the queue at all, let alone the trying
history of the first packet. If we just look at the set of ti time
points instead of the time axis, the transitions of (ci , qi , ri ) is
Markovian. Therefore, we can use an embedded Markov chain
to describe the underlying queuing process.
Let us first investigate the state transition between slots. As
shown in Fig. 3, given the channel state index ci = n, there
will be Kn slots in the ith CTI. Let s(i,j) , j ∈ [1, Kn − 1]
denote the ending instant of the jth slot in the ith CTI, and
define s(i,0) ≡ ti and s(i,Kn ) ≡ ti+1 . Moreover, noticing that
the channel state ci is unchanged during the whole CTI, we
let (q(i,j) , r(i,j) ) denote the queue and truncated ARQ states at
s(i,j) and define the stationary distribution vector χ(j,n) of the
substates (q(i,j) , r(i,j) ) at s(i,j) , j = 0, . . . , Kn , as


(j,n)
(j,n)
(j,n)
(j,n)
(j,n)
χ(j,n) := χ(0,0) , χ(1,0) ,. . ., χ(1,Nr ) ,. . ., χ(B,0) ,. . ., χ(B,Nr )
(12)

2) If 1 ≤ x ≤ B − 1 and 0 ≤ y ≤ Nr − 1, then
(n)

T(x,y),(v,y+1)

PERn PA|(j,n) (v − x),
 v ∈ [1, B − 1] (17)
B−1−x
≈
PERn 1 − k=0 PA|(j,n) (k) , v = B
(n)

T(x,y),(v,0)

(1−PERn )P
(v−x+1),
 A|(j,n)
 v ∈ [x−1, B −2] .
B−1−x
≈
(1−PERn ) 1− k=0 PA|(j,n) (k) , v = B −1
(18)
3) If 1 ≤ x ≤ B − 1 and y = Nr , then

PA|(j,n) (v−x+1),
v ∈ [x−1, B −2]
(n)
B−1−x
T(x,Nr ),(v,0) =
.
1− k=0 PA|(j,n) (k), v = B −1
(19)
4) If x = B and 0 ≤ y ≤ Nr − 1, then

n
χ(Kn ,n) = χ(0,n) TK
n



Tn := 



(n)
T(0,0),(0,0)
(n)
T(1,0),(0,0)

(n)
T(0,0),(1,0)
(n)
T(1,0),(1,0)

..
.

..
.

(n)
T(B,Nr ),(0,0)

···

(n)
T(B,Nr ),(1,0)

···
..
.
···



(n)
T(0,0),(B,Nr )
(n)
T(1,0),(B,Nr )







..
.

(n)
T(B,Nr ),(B,Nr )

(14)

(n)

where T(x,y),(v,w) denotes the transition probability from substate (x, y) at s(i,j−1) to substate (v, w) at s(i,j) under channel
state Cn .
Proof: By the fact that the substate transition from s(i,j−1)
to s(i,j) is Markovian for all j ∈ [1, Kn ] and that the state
transition probability matrix Tn is the same for all the slots
of a CTI when the system is stable, we have
χ

(j,n)

=χ

(j−1,n)

⇔

χ

Tn ,

(Kn ,n)

j ∈ [1, Kn ]
n
= χ(0,n) TK
n .

(n)

(21)

T(B,y),(B−1,0) = 1 − PERn .
5) If x = B and y = Nr , then
(n)

v ∈ [0, B − 1]
v=B

T(B,Nr ),(B−1,0) = 1.

.
(16)

(22)

In (16)–(22), PERn is given by (4) for n ∈ [1, N ] (PER0 = 1),
and PA|(j,n) (a) denotes the probability of a packets arriving
during the jth slot, which for Poisson arrivals is
PA|(j,n) (a) =

(λLn )a
exp(−λLn ),
a!

a ≥ 0.

(23)

We should remark that for any Markov arrival process with
distribution P̃A|(j,n) (a), we can apply a similar analysis with
P̃A|(j,n) (a) playing the role of PA|(j,n) (a).
Considering the overall queuing process, let us now define
the stationary probability vector of the states (ci , qi , ri ) at ti as
π := [π 0 , . . . , π N ]

(24)

where

π n := π(n,0,0) , π(n,1,0) , . . . , π(n,1,Nr ) , . . .
π(n,B,0) , . . . , π(n,B,Nr )

(15)


Given Poisson-distributed packet arrivals per user, the substate transition between two slots can be derived, and the
nonzero entries of Tn are determined by the following rules:
1) If x = 0, then

PA|(j,n) (v),
(n)
T(0,0),(v,0) =

1 − B−1
k=0 PA|(j,n) (k),

(20)

(13)

where the state transition probability matrix Tn is defined as


(n)

T(B,y),(B,y+1) = PERn

(j,n)

where χ(q,r) denotes the stationary probability of the queue and
the truncated ARQ state indices (q, r) at s(i,j) under channel
state Cn . Then, we can establish the following result.
Lemma 2: When the system is stable, we have



(25)

with π(n,q,r) denoting the stationary probability of the channel,
queue, and ARQ protocol states being (n, q, r) at ti . Using
Lemmas 1 and 2, we arrive at the main result of our embedded
Markov chain modeling.
Proposition 1: The stationary state distribution vector π can
be computed from


N



(26)
π(n,q,r)  = 1
π = πP,
n=0

π(n,q,r) ∈π n
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where the overall transition probability matrix can be organized
in block form as


P0,0 · · · P0,N

.. 
..
P :=  ...
(27)
.
. 
···

PN,0

PN,N

and the submatrix Pn,l is defined as
Pn,l = Pn,l An

(28)

n
with Pn,l defined in (5), and An := TK
n .
Proof: Again, we first suppose that the system is always
stable. For analyzing the resultant stable Markov chain of states
(ci , qi , ri ), we need to study the transition probability from
state (ci , qi , ri ) to state (ci+1 , qi+1 , ri+1 ). From Lemma 1, we
know that ci+1 only depends on ci . Letting Pr(a|b) denote the
transition probability from state b to state a, we have

Pr ((ci+1 , qi+1 , ri+1 )|(ci , qi , ri ))
= Pr (ci+1 |ci ) Pr ((qi+1 , ri+1 )|(ci , qi , ri ))

(29)

where Pr(ci+1 |ci ) is available through the entries of matrix PC
in (5).
Given the channel state index ci = n, we can use Lemma 2
and the fact that s(i,0) ≡ ti and s(i,Kn ) ≡ ti+1 to obtain
Pr ((qi+1 , ri+1 )|(n, qi , ri ))


:= Pr q(i,Kn ) , r(i,Kn ) |q(i,0) , r(i,0)


K
n −2

(n)
=
Tq(n) ,r ,(x ,y ) 
T(xj ,yj ),(xj+1 ,yj+1 ) 
(i,0)

∀xj ,yj

(i,0)

1

1

j=1

(n)

× T(xK

n −1 ,yKn −1 ),(q(i,Kn ) ,r(i,Kn ) )
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data link layer after Nr + 1 transmission tries and blockage
due to buffer overflow. Let N̄b and N̄f denote the expected
number of blocked packets and failed packets during a CTI of
Tf seconds, respectively. Next, we derive N̄b and N̄f given the
stationary probability vector π.
To estimate N̄b , let us first look at the expected number of
blocked packets N̄b (j, n), j ∈ [1, Kn ], during the jth slot of
the ith CTI under channel state Cn . Using the notation χ(j,n)
defined in (12), we have
 (j−1,n)
N̄b (j, n) =
χ(q,r) N̄b (j, n, q, r), j ∈ [1, Kn ] (31)
(q,r)

where N̄b (j, n, q, r) denotes the expected number of blocked
packets at s(i,j) given the state (n, q, r) at s(i,j−1) . Clearly,
if a packet arrives when there are already B packets in the
buffer, it is blocked and dropped. If there are already q(0 ≤
q ≤ B) packets in the transmitter’s buffer at s(i,j−1) , at most
the first B − q incoming packets can be kept during the jth slot,
whereas the remaining packets (if in existence) are blocked.
Therefore, N̄b (j, n, q, r) is given by
N̄b (j, n, q, r)
=

∞


[a − (B − q)] PA|(j,n) (a)

a=B−q+1

=

∞


aPA|(j,n) (a)(B − q)

a=B−q+1

∞


PA|(j,n) (a)

a=B−q+1



= λLn 1 −

B−q−1


PA|(j,n) (a)

a=0

(30)

(n)
T(x,y),(v,w)

is defined in (14).
where
With (29) and (30), we can readily organize the overall
transition probability matrix as in (27), and the stationary state
distribution vector π can then be computed from (26). It is easy
to show that the Markov chain characterized by the transition
probability matrix P is irreducible, homogeneous, and positive
recurrent, which in turn establishes that a stationary distribution
π always exists and is unique. This justifies our initial assumption that the stability of this Markov chain is guaranteed, and
the proof is complete.

Analyzing this embedded Markov chain is the core of our
queuing approach. Equation (26) implies that π is the left
eigenvector of P corresponding to eigenvalue 1 and can be
computed by standard techniques. With π computed by (26),
we are ready to derive the steady-state performance metrics of
interest, namely throughput, average packet delay, and packet
loss rate for the wireless link under consideration.
B. Packet Loss Rate and Throughput
Let S̄ and ξ¯ denote the average throughput (in bits per
second) and packet loss rate, respectively. Packet loss in our
finite buffering system comes from both packet failures at the



− (B − q) 1 −

B−q


PA|(j,n) (a) .

(32)

a=0


Note that we define −1
a=0 PA|(j,n) (a) = 0 when q = B, i.e.,
N̄b (j, n, B, r) = λLn .
Using π, we can calculate the stationary substate distribution
vector χ(j,n) . First, by ti ≡ s(i,0) , we have
χ(0,n) = 

1
π(n,q,r) ∈π n π(n,q,r)

πn =

1
πn
Pr(n)

(33)

where π n is defined in (24), and Pr(n) denotes the probability
of the channel state being Cn , as given by (3). The second
equality follows from the fact that the channel state ci is
independent of the queue and ARQ protocol states qi and ri .
Starting from χ(0,n) and using (15), we can calculate χ(j,n)
for j ∈ [1, Kn − 1]. Having calculated χ(j,n) , j ∈ [1, Kn − 1],
and with N̄b (j, n, q, r) given by (32), we can obtain N̄b (j, n)
for n ∈ [0, N ] and j ∈ [1, Kn ] by (31). Finally, we can obtain
the expected number N̄b of blocked packets during a CTI as


Kn
N


N̄b =
N̄b (j, n) .
Pr(n) 
(34)
n=0

j=1
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Similarly, we let N̄f (j, n) be the expected number of failed
packets during the jth slot of the ith CTI given channel
state Cn . A packet fails and is discarded at the data link layer
with probability PERn at s(i,j) if the ARQ state is Nr at instant
s(i,j−1) . Hence, we have
N̄f (j, n) =

B


(j−1,n)

χ(q,Nr ) PERn

(35)

q=1
(j,n)

where χ(q,Nr ) is defined in (12) and can be obtained through
(33) and (15), and PERn is given by (4) for n ∈ [1, N ] (and
PER0 = 1). Similarly, we have
N̄f =

N



Pr(n) 

n=0

Kn



N̄f (j, n) .

(36)

j=1

By the fact that the packet loss is contributed by both N̄b
and N̄f , and that λTf is the average number of arriving packets
during a CTI, we have following result.
Proposition 2: Given the packet arrival rate λ (in packets per
second), the packet loss rate ξ¯ is evaluated as
N̄b + N̄f
ξ¯ =
λTf

(37)

where N̄b and N̄f are given by (34) and (36), respectively.
¯ we can obtain the throughput
Then, given the packet loss rate ξ,
S̄ as
¯
S̄ = λNp (1 − ξ)

(38)

where λNp is the average arrival information bits per second.
C. Average Packet Delay
The total average delay D̄ for a packet in the slotted system
can be decomposed into two parts, namely 1) the average
service time D̄E for the enable transmission interval (ETI),
which stands for the time duration each packet has to wait
from the time it arrives until the beginning of the next slot,
and 2) the average delay D̄Q in the embedded Markov chain
of Section III-A.
In the embedded Markov chain analysis, we implicitly
assumed that all newly arriving packets during a slot enter the
system at the end of the slot since we only look at ti (and s(i,j) )
instead of the whole time axis. This compensates for D̄E in true
average packet delay calculation. Actually, if infinite buffering
is allowed, the underlying queuing process can be approximated
by an M/G/1 queue [1, Ch. 5]. Due to the nature of a slotted
system, this M/G/1 queue would take vocation. Then, when
calculating the average packet delay, an extra delay should
be added for the vocations. In our finite buffering system, the
M/G/1 queue approximation is not valid, but an extra delay D̄E
is still present, which plays the role of the extra vocation delay
in the M/G/1 queue. Let D̄E (n) denote the average service time

of the ETI for the slots contained in CTI under channel state Cn .
Similar to [16], we further assume that D̄E (n) is given by
D̄E (n) ≈ Ln /2

(39)

where Ln denotes the slot duration given by (10) for n ∈ [1, N ]
and L0 = L1 . Our simulations in the ensuing section confirm
that this approximation is reasonable. Because there are Kn
slots in each CTI under channel state Cn , we have
N
N
Kn Pr(n)D̄E (n)
n=0 Kn Pr(n)Ln /2
D̄E = n=0
=
N
N
n=0 Kn Pr(n)
n=0 Kn Pr(n)
(40)
where Pr(n) denotes the probability of mode n being chosen,
which is given by (3).
By Kleinrock’s result [1, Ch. 2], the average delay for our
embedded Markov chain is
D̄Q =

Q̄
λ(1 − Pb )

(41)

where Q̄ denotes the average number of packets in the transmit
queue at ti , Pb denotes the probability of having a packet
blocked, and thus, λ(1 − Pb ) is the effective packet arrival rate.
With the stationary distribution π computed from (26), we can
calculate Q̄ as
 B N
!
N
r

 
.
(42)
Q̄ =
q
π(n,q,r)
n=0

q=1

r=0

With the expected number of blocked packets N̄b , which is
given by (34), Pb is simply given by
Pb =

N̄b
.
λTf

(43)

Note that in our system, the packet being served is not immediately removed from the transmit buffer since it may need to
be retransmitted with the truncated ARQ protocol. A packet
is removed from the buffer only at the end of a slot when it
is successfully received or discarded when the retry limit is
exceeded. Therefore, D̄Q in (41) indicates the packet delay
from the beginning of the slot following its arrival until it is
successfully received.
Overall, the final result of our queuing analysis is summarized in the following proposition.
Proposition 3: The average packet delay in our system can
be evaluated as
D̄ = D̄E + D̄Q

(44)

where D̄E and D̄Q are given by (40) and (41), respectively.
IV. C ROSS -L AYER D ESIGN
With the analytical expressions derived in Section III, we
are now ready to optimize system performance using a novel
cross-layer design. For the truncated ARQ protocol, the retry
limit Nr can be any positive integer. However, only a finite
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retry limit can be afforded in practice. Thus, Nr ∈ Ω, where
Ω is a finite positive integer set. From Section II-A, we know
that the operation of AMC at the physical layer only depends
on the prescribed PER P0 , which is a real number in the
range Φ = (0, 1). Therefore, given the measured or estimated
arrival packet rate λ (in packets per second), packet length Np
(in bits), user buffer size B (in packets), symbol rate Rs (in
symbols per second), number of available TMs N , and QoS
requirements, namely maximum average packet delay δ and
maximum packet loss rate ρ, the proposed cross-layer design
aims to optimally determine the retry limit Nr at the data link
layer and the prescribed PER P0 at the physical layer. Recall
that in Propositions 2 and 3, we derived analytical expressions
for the average throughput, packet loss rate, and packet delay
¯ r , P0 ), and
that depend on Nr and P0 . Let S̄(Nr , P0 ), ξ(N
D̄(Nr , P0 ) denote the average throughput, packet loss rate,
and packet delay, respectively, given the specific Nr and P0
parameters. Then, our cross-layer design can be formulated as
searching for the optimal Nr and P0 , i.e.,
(Nropt , P0opt ) = arg
s.t.

max

Nr ∈Ω; P0 ∈Φ

S̄(Nr , P0 )
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Fig. 4. Comparison between analytical and simulated throughput.

(45)

¯ r , P0 ) ≤ ρ
ξ(N

(46)

D̄(Nr , P0 ) ≤ δ.

(47)

Inequalities (46) and (47) represent the packet loss rate and
average delay constraints, respectively. Since the expressions
¯ r , P0 ), and D̄(Nr , P0 ) are complicated in
for S̄(Nr , P0 ), ξ(N
general and do not have a closed form, there is not much room
for developing efficient algorithms in solving (45). However,
because the pair (Nr , P0 ) lies in a bounded space Ω × Φ, we
can resort to a 2-D exhaustive search to solve (45) numerically
and obtain Nropt and P0opt .
V. N UMERICAL R ESULTS
In this section, we resort to computer simulations to verify
the performance analysis in Section III and provide a numerical
example to illustrate the cross-layer design in Section IV.
A. Veriﬁcation of Performance Analysis
Consider a point-to-point packet communication system with
total bandwidth Rs = 1.08M (in symbols per second). From
(10), the frame duration is Ln ≈ Np /Rn Rs under channel state
Cn with Np = 1080 bits. We assume that the Nakagami fading
parameter m = 1 for the propagation channel (this corresponds
to Rayleigh fading) with coherence interval Tf = 2 ms and
Doppler frequency fd = 10 Hz, i.e., fd Tf = 0.02. We carried
out simulations under three different system parameter settings.
The first setting corresponds to the average received SNR γ̄ =
15 dB, buffer size B = 10 packets, prescribed PER P0 = 0.05
for AMC, and retry limit Nr = 3 for the ARQ, while the
same parameters for the second and third settings are γ̄ =
10 dB, B = 15 packets, P0 = 0.01, Nr = 3, and γ̄ = 10 dB,
B = 10 packets, P0 = 0.02, and Nr = 5, respectively. In the
simulations, the transmitter’s buffer was fed with a Poisson
source having intensity λ (in packets per second). Under each

Fig. 5. Comparison between analytical and simulated average delay.

parameter setting, ten cases were carried out, where in each
case, the transmitter’s buffer was fed with a different λ. For
each case, the result was obtained as the average of ten independent runs, where in each run, the system was simulated
for a time period equivalent to 100 000 ms. Figs. 4–6 compare
analytical with simulation results for throughput, average delay, and packet loss rate, respectively. In the figures, “lines”
correspond to analytical expressions, while each point signifies
the corresponding simulation-based results. As corroborated by
Figs. 4–6, simulations validate the analytical expressions in
Section III, which are the basis of our cross-layer design.
B. Cross-Layer Design Examples
To illustrate the proposed cross-layer design, let us consider
the same point-to-point system with bandwidth Rs = 1.08M
(in symbols per second). Let the transmitter be fed with a Poisson source with intensity λ = 0.1 K (in packets per second)
and buffer size B = 10 packets, and let the average received
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Fig. 6. Comparison between analytical and simulated packet loss rate.

SNR be γ̄ = 15 dB. We suppose that the truncated ARQ
protocol can afford a maximum retry limit equal to 10. The
QoS-guaranteed traffic is characterized by maximum packet
loss rate ρ = 0.01 and maximum average packet delay
δ = 1 ms. Note that the well-known QoS requirements for voice
packet traffic correspond to a maximum packet loss rate of 0.01
and a maximum (not average) packet delay of 200 ms. We retain
the same packet loss rate constraint but use a much stricter
packet delay constraint since our system can afford a very high
symbol rate. We tested three designs for this system. Design 1
is the proposed cross-layer design obtained via (45). Design 2
is the cross-layer combining of queuing with ARQ and average
SNR-based AMC for the single link in [16]. Design 3 is the
cross-layer combining of queuing with AMC in [12], which is
reformulated to a constrained optimization similar to (45) for
the QoS-guaranteed traffic in this example.
Fig. 7 depicts the system performance by arbitrarily selecting different retry limits Nr and different prescribed PERs
P0 instead of judiciously selecting them as in the proposed
cross-layer design. It turns out that through our joint design,
one is capable of optimizing system performance under the
specified QoS constraints. The results obtained by the three
¯ and D̄
tested designs are summarized in Table II, where S̄, ξ,
denote the expected throughput, packet loss rate, and average
packet delay, respectively, while P0opt , Nropt , and nopt denote
the optimal prescribed PER, optimal retry limit, and optimal
fixed transmission mode, respectively. Note that nopt only
exists in Design 2, and Nropt does not exist in Design 3.
Clearly, the proposed cross-layer design (Design 1) satisfies
all the QoS requirements and provides the optimal throughput S̄ = 107.95 K bits/s. Design 2 [16] also provides a good
solution satisfying all the QoS requirements, but the achieved
throughput (S̄ = 107.08 K bits/s) is smaller than that achieved
by Design 1, which takes full advantage of the adaptation
capability of the AMC scheme. Design 3 fails to yield a solution
satisfying the QoS requirements. For illustration purposes, a
solution “close” to Design 3 (in which the QoS requirements
are not exceeded by much) is also listed in Table II. In this
solution, both the resultant packet loss rate (0.01001) and the

Fig. 7. System performance for different retry limits Nr and different prescribed PERs P0 .
TABLE II
CROSS-LAYER DESIGN EXAMPLE 1: POISSON ARRIVAL (DESIGN 1:
PROPOSED CROSS-LAYER DESIGN (45); DESIGN 2: CROSS-LAYER
COMBINING OF QUEUING WITH ARQ AND AVERAGE SNR AMC
FOR S INGLE L INK AS IN [16]; D ESIGN 3: C ROSS -L AYER
COMBINING OF QUEUING WITH AMC AS IN [12];
QoS REQUIREMENTS: ρ = 0.01, δ = 1 ms)

average packet delay (5.3507 ms) do not satisfy the QoS requirements. The proposed Design 1 outperforms Design 3 [12]
for the QoS-guaranteed traffic in this example mainly because
it capitalizes on the error-correcting capability of the truncated
ARQ protocol at the data link layer. Note that the good delay
performance of the proposed cross-layer design also benefits
from the employed single-packet-per-frame structure. However,
the multiple-packet-per-frame, i.e., packet-packing, structure
considered in Design 3 can save the overhead (when it is
nonnegligible) and simplify the overall system implementation.
As stated in Section III, our queuing analysis (and thus the
proposed cross-layer design) applies to any Markovian packet
arrival process. In another example, we assume that the arrival
process to the queue is Bernoulli distributed with a given
average rate λ = 0.1K packets/s and parameter p ∈ (0, 1).
As a result, the instantaneous arriving rate at time t can be
expressed as

A(t) =

0,
λ/(1 − p),

with probability p
with probability 1 − p.

(48)

With the other system parameters remaining the same as the
last example, Table III shows the comparison of the three
designs with Bernoulli arrivals. It is clear that similar trends
are observed.
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TABLE III
CROSS-LAYER DESIGN EXAMPLE 2: BERNOULLI ARRIVAL (DESIGN 1:
PROPOSED CROSS-LAYER DESIGN (45); DESIGN 2: CROSS-LAYER
COMBINING OF QUEUING WITH ARQ AND AVERAGE SNR AMC
FOR S INGLE L INK AS IN [16]; D ESIGN 3: C ROSS -L AYER
COMBINING OF QUEUING WITH AMC AS IN [12];
QoS REQUIREMENTS: ρ = 0.01, δ = 1 ms)

VI. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we derived a cross-layer design across the data
link and physical layers. The key behind the novel design is to
jointly exploit the error-correcting capability of the truncated
ARQ protocol and the adaptation ability of the AMC scheme at
the physical layer to optimize the system performance for QoSguaranteed traffic. The queuing process induced by both the
truncated ARQ protocol and the AMC scheme was analyzed
using an embedded Markov chain. With the derived analytical expressions of pertinent performance metrics, we jointly
specified the retry limit for the truncated ARQ protocol as
well as the prescribed PER for AMC to optimize the system
throughput for QoS-guaranteed traffic. Computer simulations
were carried out to verify the performance analysis, and a
numerical example was used to illustrate the novel cross-layer
design, which outperformed existing alternatives.
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